
Key benefits

Durable cloth for  
improved longevity

Wide range of dispenser 
formats to suit any 
environment

Purpose made for cleaning, 
reducing the effort needed to 
perform the task 

Tork exelCLEAN® cloths

Could your cleaning process 
be more efficient?

Simplifying
the task  
at hand



Tork exelCLEAN® cloths

When time is of the essence, Tork Cleaning Cloths with exelCLEAN® 
give professional results quicker and can reduce the amount of solvents 
you use when cleaning.
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Tork Heavy-Duty Cleaning 
Cloth

Soft and supple for 
cleaning in small spaces

Multipurpose cloth, 
suitable for all kinds of 
environments

Food contact approved 
for wiping

Food contact approved 
for wiping

Ideal for general 
purpose, light 
weight cleaning

Reduces solvent usage 
by up to 41% vs rags and 
other textile cloths*

Available 
in blue 
and white

Available 
in blue 
and white

Smooth cloth 
helps create a 
spotless fi nish



Tork exelCLEAN®

In an industrial environment, quality and performance matter at every 
point in the production process. With Tork you can reduce time and effort 
when cleaning so you can concentrate on what really matters to your 
business.

Tork Industrial Cleaning Cloth 

Tork Industrial Heavy Duty Cleaning Cloth 
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Tork Industrial Cleaning Cloth
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Tork Industrial Heavy-Duty
Cleaning Cloth

Grey colour, ideal 
for use in ‘dirty’ 
environments

Reduces cleaning effort 
by up to 31% vs rags 
and other textile cloths* 

Reduces waste 
handling costs by 
as much as 85%*

Food contact approved 
for wiping

The ideal 
replacement 
for rags

Thickest and 
strongest  
Tork cloth

Flexible cloth 
for cleaning 
tight spaces

Available 
in blue 
and white

*Tork Cloths vs rags and rental towels. Panel test conducted by Swerea Research Institute, Sweden, 2014.



Tork exelCLEAN®

Have you ever found yourself searching for a cloth or dragging around a 
heavy bag of rags, just in case there is a spill? 

SCA Care of life. Because our products make 
life easier for you and for millions of people 
around the world. Because our resources 
and the way we work are natural parts of the 
global lifecycle. And because we care.

GB: 

 01582 677 570   customer.servicesafh@sca.com  tork.co.uk

ROI & NI: 

 +353 (0) 1 793 0150  customer.servicesafh.ie@sca.com  tork.ie

Key features

 - Adapted for use in tough 
environments

 - Improves workflow and increases 
efficiency by making cloths easier 
to locate

 - Available in two colour options, red 
and smoke or turquoise and white

 - Lockable dispensers increase 
flexibility with dual lock function

   

Dispensers
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High capacity,  
portable roll 

Medium capacity,  
wall mounted sheets

Medium capacity,               
portable sheets 

Low capacity,  
wall mounted sheet

Locked mode
Open with a key

Unlocked mode
Open with a simple 

push on the lock

Extra high capacity,  
mobile or mounted roll

High capacity,  
wall mounted roll
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Using a Tork dispenser and a complementary Tork cleaning cloth, that’s right for your task, 
can help you to reduce wasted time searching and more time doing.


